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1 - Title:  In Time  
 

Storyline 

In 2169, people are genetically engineered to stop aging on their 25th birthday and are given one free year to live. 

Everyone has a timer on their forearm that shows their remaining time, when it reaches zero the person "times out" and 

dies instantly. Time has become the universal currency, transferred directly between people or stored in capsules. The 

country is divided into areas called Time Zones; Dayton is the poorest, a ghetto where people rarely have over 24 

hours on their clocks. The richest area is New Greenwich, where people are wealthy enough to be effectively 

immortal. 

 

Will Salas is a factory worker who lives in Dayton with his mother Rachel. One night, he rescues a drunken man 

named Henry Hamilton from time thief Fortis and his gang the Minutemen. While hiding, Hamilton reveals to Will 

that the people of New Greenwich hoard most of the time while constantly increasing prices to keep poorer people 

dying. The following day, he transfers all but five minutes of his time to a sleeping Will before deliberately timing out 

and dying. Raymond Leon, the leader of the police-like Timekeepers, assumes that Will killed Hamilton and pursues 

him. 

 

Will visits his friend Borel, who warns him against having so much time in Dayton. He gives Borel ten years, one for 

each year of their friendship. Will then sets off to meet his mother, intending to take her with him to New Greenwich. 

His mother runs short of time and can't afford bus fare, she is forced to run to meet Will but times out and dies in his 

arms. Heartbroken and angry, Will vows to avenge his mother's death by taking the people of New Greenwich for 

everything they have. 

 

Arriving in New Greenwich, Will meets time-loaning businessman Philippe Weis and his daughter Sylvia at a casino. 

While playing poker, Will wins over a millennium while nearly timing himself out. He catches Sylvia's eye and she 

invites him to a party. Will is confronted at the party by Timekeeper Leon and arrested. Leon confiscates all but two 

hours of Will's time, believing that Will killed Hamilton. 

 

Will escapes and takes Sylvia to Dayton as a hostage, but Fortis' gang ambushes and robs them, leaving them with 30 

minutes each. Will attempts to get some time back from Borel, but his wife Greta tearfully explains that he has drunk 

himself to death. They manage to get a day each by selling Sylvia's earrings at a pawn shop. Will then calls Weis to 

demand a 1,000-year ransom to be paid to the people in Dayton in exchange for Sylvia's safe return. Weis refuses and 

Will releases Sylvia just as Timekeeper Leon finds Will. Sylvia shoots Leon in the arm and Will gives him enough 

time to survive until the other Timekeepers arrive. Will and Sylvia steal Leon's car and use it to pull over a New 

Greenwich resident, whom they rob of her time. 

 

Will and Sylvia rob Weis' time banks, giving the time capsules to the needy. They soon realize they can't significantly 

change anything, as prices are raised faster to compensate for the extra time. Fortis' gang ambushes them intending to 

collect the reward for their capture, but Will kills Fortis and his gang. Will and Sylvia then decide to rob Weis' vault of 

a one-million-year capsule. Leon chases them back to Dayton but fails to stop them from distributing the stolen time; 

Leon times out, having neglected to collect his day's salary. Will and Sylvia nearly time out themselves but survive by 

taking Leon's salary. 

 

TV reports show factories in Dayton shutting down as everyone has enough time and abandons their jobs. Having seen 

the consequences of his obsession with the pair, Leon's colleague Jaeger orders the Timekeepers to return home. Will 

and Sylvia progress to larger banks, still trying to crash the system. 

 

Cast                                            
Justin Timberlake as Will Salas, a factory worker who learns the truth about the time system after a chance encounter 

with a man in a bar. 

Amanda Seyfried as Sylvia Weis, daughter of Phillipe Weis. She is kidnapped by Will and later becomes his willing 

accomplice, using her knowledge of her father's business to help them upset the system. 

Cillian Murphy as Timekeeper Raymond Leon, a former resident of the ghetto of Dayton who escaped and became a 

Timekeeper. 



Alex Pettyfer as Fortis, a thug and time thief who preys on the residents of Dayton. 

Vincent Kartheiser as Philippe Weis, a major banker whose companies control the time system. 

Olivia Wilde as Rachel Salas, Will's mother. Her death by timing out in Will's arms motivates Will to attack the time 

system. 

Matt Bomer as Henry Hamilton, a centenarian who wants to die. He goes to a bar in Dayton hoping to be killed but is 

saved by Will. 

Johnny Galecki as Borel, Will's best friend. 

Collins Pennie as Timekeeper Jaeger 

Ethan Peck as Constantin 

Yaya DaCosta as Greta, Borel's wife 

Rachel Roberts as Carrera 

August Emerson as Levi 

Sasha Pivovarova as Clara Weis, Sylvia's grandmother and Philippe's mother-in-law 

Jesse Lee Soffer as Webb 

Bella Heathcote as Michele Weis, Sylvia's mother and Philippe's wife 

Toby Hemingway as Timekeeper Kors 

Melissa Ordway as Leila 

Jessica Parker Kennedy as Edouarda 

Jeff Staron as Oris 

Matt O'Leary as Moser 

Nick Lashaway as Ekman 

Ray Santiago as Victa 

Kris Lemche as Markus 

Laura Ashley Samuels as Sagita Wiki 

 

 
Parental Guidance 

Certification 

Argentina:13  Australia:M  Brazil:12  Bulgaria:B (TV rating)  Canada:PG (Alberta/British Columbia/Ontario)  Canada:G (Québec)  Chile:TE+7  

Denmark:15  Egypt:Not Rated (self-applied)  Finland:K-13  France:Tous publics  Germany:12  Hong Kong:IIA  Hungary:12  India:UA  

Indonesia:D (self-applied)  Ireland:12A  Ireland:12 (DVD rating)  Israel:ALL  Italy:T  Japan:G  Malaysia:P13  Mexico:B  Netherlands:12  New 

Zealand:M  Norway:11  Philippines:PG-13 (MTRCB)  Poland:12 (self-applied)  Portugal:M/12  Singapore:PG13  South Africa:10  South 

Africa:13 (DVD rating)  South Korea:12  Spain:12 (ICAA)  Sweden:11  Switzerland:12 (canton of Geneva)  Switzerland:12 (canton of Vaud)  

Taiwan:6+  Thailand:13+ (self-applied)  Turkey:G  United Kingdom:12A  United Kingdom:12 (DVD rating)  United States:Approved  United 

States:PG-13 (certificate #47022)  United Arab Emirates:13+ (self-applied) 

 

Sex & Nudity – Mild, Violence & Gore- Moderate, Profanity- Mild,  Alcohol, drugs & smoking- Mild,  Frightening & Intense Scenes - 

Moderate 

 
 MPAA Rated PG-13 for violence, some sexuality and partial nudity, and strong language    
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